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Abstract—Power reduction methods at the device and the
network levels in the Internet continue to attract attention.
At the device level, power reduction is usually achieved by
using low-power consuming devices or by switching off unused
components. At the network level; re-engineering, reconfiguring,
and re-routing of data packets can help in reducing power
consumption. In this paper, we present a metric-based approach
to route data packets through a low-power path from a source
to a destination at the level of Autonomous Systems (AS). We
propose that the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) exchange a
new attribute; namely, consumed-power to available-bandwidthof
an AS with neighbouring AS. Using this proposed metric, the AS
Border Routers can readily identify the low-power path from a
source to a destination. We propose appropriate modifications to
the BGPs path selection algorithm to include the low-power path
criteria. We consider the effects that the proposed approach has
on two parameters: (a) power reduction achieved as compared
to the shortest path routing, and (b) the increase in path length
from source to destination. The increase in the number of hops
would be a consequence of re-routing through low-power AS.
Simulations show that there could be significant gains in power
reduction, if an increase in the number of hops is acceptable.
Our work suggests that this trade off merits consideration as the
power consumption of an AS is significant.

Index Terms—Autonomous Systems, Border Gateway Protocol,
Low-power Paths, Traffic Engineering.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Power reduction methods that aim to reduce energy con-
sumption of the Internet have evoked much interest. In [1],
a metric-based method for reducing the power consumption
of the core and edge networks was proposed. This power
reduction problem assumes significance as estimates predict
a 300% increase, when access speeds move from10 Mbps
to 100 Mbps [2]. Numerous approaches have been proposed
to reduce the power consumption ranging from designing
low-power routers and switches, to optimizing the network
topology using traffic engineering approaches [3].

Low-power router and switch design aim at reducing the
power consumed by hardware components such as transmis-
sion link, lookup tables and memory. In [4], it is shown that the
link power consumption can vary by20 Watts from the base
power, between idle and traffic scenarios. Hence, the authors
suggest fully utilizing the line-card. The idea is that operating
at full throughput will lead to less power per bit. Therefore,
larger packet lengths will consume lower power.

The two important components that have received attention
for high power consumption are static and dynamic RAM-
based buffers (SRAM, DRAM) and Ternary Content Ad-
dressable Memories (TCAM). A40 Gb/s line card would
require more than300 SRAM chips and consume2.5 kW [5].
Some variants of TCAMs have been proposed for high speed
lines with reduced power consumption [6]. But these schemes
cannot scale forever. For some modeling work associated with
buffer sizes, which can also lead to a reduction in power at the
router architecture level, see [7], [8], and references therein.

At the Internet level, creating a topology that allows route
adaptation, capacity scaling and power-aware service rate
tuning, will reduce power consumption. In [9], a subset of
IP router interfaces are put to sleep, using an Energy Aware
Routing (EAR) after calculating shortest path trees of the
network from each router. Such a technique is useful in setting
up paths within an Autonomous System (AS). In [10], the
authors provide a way to introduce hardware standby primi-
tives and apply traffic engineering methods to coordinate and
reduce power consumption under given network operational
constraints. Power savings while switching from1 Gbps to
100 Mbps is approximately4 Watts and from100 Mbps to10
Mbps around0.1 Watts. Hence, instead of operating at1 Gbps
the link speed could be reduced to a lower bandwidth under
certain conditions for reduced power consumption. A detailed
review on energy efficiency of the Internet is given in [11].

Multilayer traffic engineering based methods make use of
parameters such as resource usage, bandwidth, throughput
and Quality of Service (QoS) measures, for power reduction.
In [12], an approach for reducing intra-AS power consumption
for optical networks using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm
is proposed. The input assumes the existence of a network
topology for constructing an auxiliary graph. This topology
is easy to obtain for an intra-AS scenario. Traffic is then re-
routed through the low-power optimized links.

The following issues exist in power reduction schemes
today.

a A common method for reducing power consumption
in the Internet is to switch unused devices and links
to sleep state. Data packets are then routed through
the functional links. This method is very localized and
does not consider the power increase in the adjacent
device that carries the extra traffic. Further this solution
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is dependent on the underlying technology used by the
devices. Also service level agreements between Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) may be such that switching off
the links may not be permissible.

b Power reduction schemes should not operate in isolation.
They must be hierarchical so that they are applicable at
various Internet hierarchies such as within the enterprise,
or AS, and between AS. Further, there must not be
any large variation in the algorithms implemented at
the various levels of hierarchy. If multiple schemes are
implemented at various levels of the hierarchy, then a
way to coordinate these schemes become essential.

c Distributed solutions for power reduction have been used
in adhoc wireless networks [13]. Such schemes may not
be extensible to large networks such as the Internet.
Further any proposed scheme must be extensible to
multicast networks as well and not be limited to unicast.

Some of these drawbacks were addressed in our ear-
lier scheme which was applicable for Multi-Protocol Label
Switching (MPLS)-based networks [1]. MPLS label switched
paths that traverse multiple AS carry traffic from a head-end
to a tail-end AS, use Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) for
exchanging routing and topology related information. In [1],
the low-power path was detected by identifying the topology
of the Internet. This topology at the AS level was obtained
using the method presented in [14], where one of the attributes
of BGP, AS-PATH-INFO, was used. The Constrained Shortest
Path First algorithm (CSPF) uses this AS level topology with
consumed-power to available-bandwidth(PWR) metric as a
constraint, to determine the low-power path from the head-end
to the tail-end. The PWR metric can be exchanged among the
collaborating AS using BGP. It was shown that explicit routing
can be achieved between the head and tail-ends through the
low-power paths connecting the AS using inter-AS Traffic
Engineered Label Switched Path (TE-LSP) that span multiple
AS. However, this method has communication overhead in
order to setup the path. These overheads occur in the form of
information exchange between the entities in the network.

In order to avoid this, we propose modifications to the BGP
path selection algorithm. This reduces the communication
overhead associated with respect to setting up of the path.
We introduce a new path selection rule to ensure that routing
paths are established based on PWR metric by BGP rather
than using inter-AS TE LSP. Simulations show that the PWR
metric-based algorithms can lead to a power reduction whichis
as high as70% over the conventional CSPF hop based variant.
The power reduction obtained depends on the connectivity
of the topology as well as the PWR metric distribution.
There could be up to a50% increase in the number of hops
when compared with the shortest path algorithm. It has been
suggested that for Internet Protocol (IP)-based networks such
increase in hops may not have much impact in performance
at the application layers [4].

The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner.
In Section II, an overview of the BGP routing protocol as
well as the inter-AS TE-LSP based algorithm is presented.

Section III addresses ways to reduce the communication time
complexity by proposing a method for establishing low-power
paths using BGP path selection. Simulations are discussed in
Section IV. In Section V, a brief discussion on the implementa-
tion and emulation using OpenFlow and Quagga is presented.
A discussion on the comparison with our previously proposed
implementation is presented in Section VI. We outline our
contributions and highlight avenues for future research in
Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we present an introduction to the BGP
protocol and the inter-AS TE-LSP based method for inter-AS
power reduction.

A. Border Gateway Protocol

BGP [15] performs routing between multiple AS by ex-
changing routing and reachability information with other sys-
tems implementing BGP. BGP installs routing tables using
a path selection algorithm. Routing information exchanges
happen between multiple AS. This is classified under Exte-
rior Border Gateway Protocol (eBGP). Internal BGP (iBGP)
peering is used between the border routers in an AS and if
necessary, between the core routers as well. Internal BGP
expects a mesh topology. As such a network topology can
become unmanageable due to scalability, route reflectors that
re-advertise only the best path information is used to convey
information to other iBGP routers.

BGP’s routing decision is based on various static and
dynamic parameters. Some examples for static parameters
that affect routing decisions include multi-exit discrimina-
tor (MED) and local preference (LOCALPREF) values.
Routing through oldest paths and AS-Path lengths are some
examples for dynamic parameters. For a detailed discussion
refer to [16], [17].

B. Inter-AS TE LSP power reduction using BGP

In our previous work, we presented a methodology for
addressing the power reduction problem in the core and edge
networks using BGP. The methodology was divided into four
parts:

1) constructing the topology of the AS by a device,
2) assigning the PWR metric to the links connecting the

AS,
3) calculating the low-power paths in the AS topology, and
4) establishing the path from source to the destination using

traffic-engineering techniques.

We now briefly review the algorithms and discuss the compu-
tation and communication time complexity issues.

1) Constructing the network topology using BGP strands:
The inter-AS topology can be modeled as a directed graph
G = (V,E, f) where the vertices(V ) are mapped to AS
and the edges(E) map the link that connect the neighboring
AS. The direction(f) on the edge, represents the data flow
from the head-end to the tail-end AS. To obtain the inter-AS
topology, we use the approach from [14]. In this approach
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a sub-graph of the Internet topology, can be obtained by
collecting several prefix updates in BGP. This is illustrated
in Figure 1 which shows the different graph strands of an AS
recorded from the BGP packets.

Each vertex in this graph is assigned a weight according
to the PWR metric of the AS, as seen from an AS Border
Router (ASBR). Since there can be more than one ASBR
associated with an AS, a vertex can have more than one PWR
metric. Note that the ASBRs act as an entry point to the
AS. Each of the PWR metrics for a vertex are assigned to
the ingress links of the ASBRs. Figure 2 shows the merged
strands forming the topology sub-graph where the weight of
the vertices are mapped to the ingress edges. A reference AS
level topology derived from100 strands of AS-PATH-INFO
received by an AS had46 nodes with15% connectivity in
the topology. We define connectivity as a percentage of links
present in the topology when compared with a complete graph
of N nodes, which isN(N−1)

2 .
2) PWR metric calculation:The numerator of the PWR

metric is calculated for the AS at each ingress ASBR.
We obtain the summation of power consumed at the major
Provider (P) and Provider Edge (PE) routers within an AS.
These can be obtained by using any of the intra-AS power
calculation technique. The idea is to obtain the consumed-
power of the AS which is the averaged consumed-power for
all the routers within an AS. This value is divided by the
maximum available-bandwidth at each of the ASBRs egress
link. This step is necessary as the requested bandwidth for
any path from the head-end to the tail-end using the ASBR is
limited by the available-bandwidth in the ASBRs egress links.
Note that Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) can
also be used to extract this power information [18] offline.

The highest available bandwidth amongst the ASBRs egress
links is used as the denominator in the PWR metric com-
putation. Once the requested bandwidth is available, then
consumed power plays a major role in determining the path
from the source to the destination. PWR metric is used as a
mapping function for each of the ingress link of the ASBR of
an AS. This metric is then advertised to the other neighboring
AS through the control plane using BGP extensions. BGP
ensures that the information is percolated to other AS. On
the receipt of these PWR metrics by the AS at far-end of
the Internet, the overall AS level topology can be constructed.
Note that this view of the Internet is available with each of the
routers without using any other complex discovery mechanism.
Some sample link weights shown in Figure 2 are obtained by
using such a mapping function on the ingress links.

3) Low-power path detection:The algorithm consists of
two sub-algorithms: each one executed by the ASBRs and
the Path Computation Elements (PCEs) in the network in
their respective AS. PCEs have been proposed by the Internet
Engineering Task Force for path computation activities. We
can use the existing PCE architecture for our algorithm. The
algorithms for the ASBRs and PCEs are given as Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2, respectively.

In Algorithm 1, parallel process1 (steps4 − 10) is used

Algorithm 1 ASBR low-power path algorithm
Require: Weighted Topology Graph T=(AS, E, f)

1: Begin
2: /* As part of Interior Gateway Protocol-Traffic Engineer-

ing */
3: Trigger exchange of available bandwidth on bandwidth

change, to the AS internal neighbors;
4: BEGIN PARALLEL PROCESS 1
5: while PWR metric changesdo
6: Assign the PWR metric to the Ingress links;
7: Exchange the PWR metric with its external neighbors;
8: Exchange the PWR metric with AS’s (internal) ASBRs;
9: end while

10: END PARALLEL PROCESS 1
11: BEGIN PARALLEL PROCESS 2
12: while RSVP packets arrivedo
13: Send and Receive TE-LSP reservations in the explicit

path;
14: Update routing table with labels for TE-LSP;
15: end while
16: END PARALLEL PROCESS 2
17: End

to exchange the PWR metric information. Parallel process2
(steps11− 16) handles the TE-LSPs. Algorithm 2 calculates
the low-power path from the head-end to the tail-end and sends
this path information to the head-end AS.

Algorithm 2 PCE low-power path algorithm
Require: Weighted Topology Graph T=(AS, E, f)
Require: Source and Destination for inter-AS TE LSP with

sufficient bandwidth

1: Begin
2: Calculate the shortest paths from the head-end to the tail-

end using CSPF with PWR as a metric;
3: if no path availablethen
4: Signal error;
5: end if
6: if path existsthen
7: Send explicit path to head-end to construct path;
8: end if
9: Continue passively listening to BGP updates to update

T=(AS, E, f);
10: End

4) Path establishment:Using the PWR metric the low-
power path is obtained by applying the CSPF algorithm.
For example, in Figure 2, the path(A,B,D,G,H,X) is
power efficient as the summation of the PWR metric in this
path is minimum when compared with other paths in the
graph topology. Of course, the routing choice will depend
on the reservation of the bandwidth on this path. If available
bandwidth exists to setup a TE-LSP, then the explicit path
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Fig. 1. Strands obtained from BGP updates, verticesA,B,C,D andG are the
head-end AS;D,H andX are the tail-end AS. The vertex weights represent
the PWR metric of an AS, and the link direction shows the next AS hop. ASBRs
present the topology to the PCE.
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Fig. 2. Strands combined to get the Internet topology. The PWR metric is
mapped to the ingress link of the ASBR. CSPF algorithm is run onthis topology
to detect the low-power path by the PCE.

is established. The Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP)
adheres to its usual operation and tries to setup a path.
If bandwidth is not available in the low-power path thus
calculated, then we fall back to the conventional shortest
paths, provided there is available-bandwidth. The low-power
path algorithm given as Algorithm 2 is executed by the PCE.
Algorithm 1 prepares the topology and feeds it as input to the
PCE as a weighted topology graph.

C. Time complexity

In protocol related algorithms two issues are of interest
namely: communication and computation time complexity.

1) Communication time complexity:The communication
time complexity involved in the algorithm includes

• monitoring the BGP packets to discover the topology
based on AS-PATH-INFO attribute,

• exchanging PWR metric between the neighboring AS,
and

• using inter-AS TE LSP to construct the path from the
head-end to the tail-end AS.

Monitoring the BGP packets takesO(1), a constant time.
Exchanging PWR metric between the neighbors occurs in a
distributed manner and hence takesO(1), a constant time. The
construction of the path takesO(N) whereN is the diameter
of the network topology. Hence, the computational complexity
is O(N).

2) Computational time complexity:The algorithm for form-
ing the topology from AS strands is dominated by the number
of links. In the case of dense connectivity the computational
time complexity isO(|V | + |E|) ≈ O(|E|), where |E| is
the number of edges and|V | is the number of nodes or
vertices. The computational time complexity of the low-power
path algorithm is dominated by the Dijkstra’s algorithm. In
this case, instead of hops or any other metric we use the
PWR metric in the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. Hence,
the computational time complexity is bounded by Dijkstra’s
shortest path algorithm which isO(|E| log |V |).

The algorithm discussed above can be implemented “of-
fline”. The topology information could be extracted by passive
monitoring, PWR metric information can be obtained using
SNMP, and the low-power path can be calculated using a
separate offline system. The paths can then be established by
installing routing tables remotely. This offline implementation
has certain drawbacks. We list the drawbacks and some
possible solutions to overcome them.

1) Using the CSPF algorithm to calculate the route from
source to destination could be time consuming for large
networks. But the topology is dynamically updated and
hence the computation of the shortest path can be
triggered based on need.

2) The topology information obtained using the BGP
strands might be incomplete. For a detailed discussion
on completeness of Internet topology using BGP refer
to [19], [20]. In addition to the BGP based algorithm,
any other algorithm such as SNMP based Topology
discovery could also be used to enhance connectivity
as well as discover new nodes. But this increases the
communication time complexity.

3) The PCEs usually use modified Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm and not a distributed algorithm. The algorithm
can be speeded up using the graph-labeling method
discussed in [1].

4) The algorithm uses RSVP and inter-AS TE LSP to es-
tablish the path which leads to communication overhead.

As we can see, too many information exchanges happen to
implement the low-power path selection process. It would be
of interest to see whether we could reduce the communication
time complexity issues. Note that the computational time
complexity is still bounded by the shortest path algorithm.In
the next section, we explain the BGP path selection algorithm
which overcome these issues.

III. BGP LOW-POWER PATH SELECTION

Before we study the proposed changes to the BGP based
path selection algorithm, we will review the current algorithm
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discussed in [16]. These algorithms are executed by the
ASBRs and the core routers.

A. BGP path selection

In the BGP algorithm [15], each entity exchanges the
best route to a given destination with other connected enti-
ties. Therefore, the BGP protocol is effectively a distributive
method for generating routing information and there is no need
to explicitly discover the topology. Of course this means that
the information obtained from the neighboring entities must be
reliable which is the case in the Internet. Such a distributed
BGP algorithm exchanges prefixes and their next hops after
going through the best path selection steps. Hence, there isa
need to compare and choose the best route to add to the IP
routing table which is used for routing the data packets. For
this process to take effect, BGP uses about thirteen different
rules to choose the path [16], [17]. We add the PWR metric-
based low-power path selection as another rule.

The algorithm works as follows: BGP assigns the first valid
path as the current best path based on the paths it received
from the neighboring entities. BGP then compares the best
path with the next path in the list, until BGP reaches the end
of the list of valid paths. The rules that are used to determine
the best path are given briefly in Algorithm 3.

There are some exception conditions in some of the steps;
for details refer [16]. We now modify the BGP path selection
algorithm functionality by including the low-power path PWR
metric-based calculation. This involves adding Algorithm1 as
a subroutine to the BGP path selection criteria after line 4 and
expanding line 5 of Algorithm 3, where we select the shortest
path only if a low-power path is not available. The following
conditions are considered in the PWR metric-based low-power
path selection (see Algorithm 4).

1) If the PWR metric is not available for a link, we drop
all paths using the link (steps20− 22).

2) If the PWR metric-based detection is not enabled in even
a single entity that uses BGP we do not execute this
algorithm (steps5− 6).

3) If there is only one AS PATH then we skip applying this
algorithm (default action).

4) If there are multiple paths to the tail-end then we choose
the one with the least sum of PWR metric to the tail-end
(step14).

5) If multiple path exists with the same PWR sum, then
we choose all the paths and give it to the path selection
algorithm (steps13− 18).

6) If there are no PWR metric-based paths we fall back to
the shortest path algorithm (default action).

The detailed changes are given as Algorithm 4. Algorithm
3 is now complete with the inclusion of the low-power path
selection process using the PWR metric.

Note that this method involves changes to the BGP path
selection algorithm and hence all the devices involved in ex-
changing BGP routes must implement this method. Therefore,
this method cannot be implemented offline. We will refer to
this as “online” implementation.

Algorithm 3 Abridged BGP algorithm
Require: Topology information related with BGP

1: Begin
2: Prefer the path with the highest WEIGHT a locally

configured parameter for a router.
3: Prefer the path with the highest LOCALPREF value, a

value configured for local preference.
4: Prefer the path that was locally originated via a network

or aggregate BGP subcommand or through redistribution
from an Interior Gateway Protocol.

5: Prefer the path with the shortest ASPATH, the shortest
path from source to destination.

6: Prefer the path with the lowest origin type (Exterior
Gateway Protocol paths preferred over Interior Gateway
Protocol paths).

7: Prefer the path with the lowest multi-exit discriminator
(MED). This parameter is used when there are multiple
paths to a destination.

8: Prefer external BGP over internal BGP paths.
9: if bestpath is selectedthen

10: go to MULTIPATH;
11: end if
12: Prefer the path with the lowest IGP metric to the BGP

next hop.
13: MULTIPATH: Determine if multiple paths require instal-

lation in the routing table for BGP Multipath.
14: if best path selectedthen
15: exit with the best path.
16: end if
17: When both paths are external, prefer the path that was

received first (the oldest path).
18: Prefer the route that comes from the BGP router with the

lowest router ID.
19: If the originator or router ID is the same for multiple paths,

prefer the path with the minimum cluster list length. The
router ID is the highest IP address on the router, with
preference given to loopback addresses.

20: Prefer the path that comes from the lowest neighbor
address.

21: End

B. Time complexity

We now discuss the communication and computational
complexity of the proposed algorithm.

1) Communication time complexity:Topology discovery is
not needed in this algorithm as BGP exchanges best routes
with the neighboring entities. This removes the need for using
TE-LSPs to establish the path from the head-end to the tail-end
AS as well. Of course, traffic engineering techniques can still
be enforced. There is no additional communication overhead
other than the addition of a new BGP attribute to the BGP
protocol. Therefore, the total communication complexity is
bounded by a constant,O(1).
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Algorithm 4 Modified BGP path selection algorithm
Require: BGP path selection algorithm

1: Begin
2: if ROUTER is configured with BGPthen
3: Execute Step 2, 3 and 4 of Algorithm 3
4: end if
5: if there is no PWR metric-based path selectionthen
6: Goto Step 5 of Algorithm 3;
7: else
8: if (there are multiple ASPATHS) AND (PWR metrics)

then
9: Calculate the sum of PWRs in the paths.

10: else
11: Ignore paths that have no PWR metrics.
12: end if
13: if there exists multiple sum of PWRs as there is more

than one paththen
14: Choose the ASPATHS with the least PWR metric

sum.
15: if multiple least PWR metric sum are equalthen
16: Choose all the ASPATHS;
17: Goto Step 6 of Algorithm 3;
18: end if
19: else
20: if there exist no PWRSUM because of exclusion

then
21: Goto Step 5 of Algorithm 3;
22: end if
23: end if
24: end if
25: Goto Step 6 of Algorithm 3;
26: End

2) Computational time complexity:The computational time
complexity of the BGP path selection algorithm is bounded
by the calculation of the path with the smallest sum of PWR
metric, if multiple paths exist. In the worst case, we might
have to apply Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm with PWR
metric on the topology learned by the ASBRs. Therefore,
the computational time complexity is still bounded by that of
Dijkstra’s algorithm which isO(|E| log |V |), with |E| and|V |
representing the number of edges and nodes, respectively. By
using the proposed algorithm, we overcome the draw backs of
the inter-AS TE-LSP based low-power path algorithm. Note
that the path selection is done by the ASBR and there is also
no need for the use of PCE in this method.

We conducted simulations using the offline PWR based
method to study the possible power reduction.

IV. SIMULATIONS

The simulations involved creating various graph topologies
for a given connectivity. For large values of verticesV GNU
scientific library based simulation was performed [21]. We
assumed a uniform link distribution between the nodes. Uni-

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND THEIR VALUES

Parameter Value

Topology size 100, 10000, 1million nodes
Connectivity 25− 95%, step size5%
Low-power nodes Uniform, Exponential (λ = 0.25)
Network types 100 topologies for each connectivity

form distribution was used to ensure that there were minimal
number of disconnected components under low connectivity.
On this topology, PWR metric values based on uniform
and exponential distribution were assigned to the links. The
experiments were repeated for different set of values of
distributions. We considered about100 topologies for each
connectivity ranging from20% to 90%. Any graph topology
that was disconnected was dropped from the study. We used
the Dijkstra’s algorithm for finding the low-power as well as
shortest paths. The simulation parameters are given in Table I.

Two important parameters were monitored: the increase in
the number of hops and the comparative power reduction
possible by opting for the low-power path algorithm. For
each source-destination pair in the topology, we compared
the power reduction obtained by using low-power paths with
that of the conventional hop based shortest path metric.
The PWR metric can vary dynamically over a time period
which also means that the low-power paths can vary for a
given connectivity. Therefore, we also monitored the power-
reduction and hop variations for a connectivity of70%. The
graphs presented are for node size100. For 70% connectivity
we show30 randomly chosen sample topology out of the100
topologies that were used.

A. Uniform distribution of PWR metric

The graphs shown in Figure 3 for uniform distribution of
PWR metric depicts the power reduction and hop increase
for various connectivity size. We see that the minimum power
reduction that can be achieve is around10% and this increases
almost linearly with connectivity. The hops can also increase
by up to50%. High values of power reduction were possible as
there are equal number of links with high and low PWR metric
under this distribution. It can be seen that the average number
of hops increases with more connectivity. This is because more
low-power links also increase under such circumstance and the
algorithm prefers routing through such low-power links.

B. Exponential distribution of PWR metric

In this case, the topology had more low-power links. From
Figure 4, it can be seen that the average power reduction as
well as hop increase could be as high as65%. This is possible
as the network topology is biased towards low-power links.
The hops also increase as the proposed method tries to use
all the low-power links for establishing routing information.
The simulations for the two distributions establish that the
algorithm uses low-power paths to route data packets. It should
be noted that the PWR metric uses the power consumption of
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Fig. 4. Exponential distribution of power links

the AS. Even though the simulations can be considered very
optimistic, typically AS consume Mega-Watts of power [22],
[23]. Therefore, even a1% reduction in power of an AS can
result in significant savings for ISPs.

These results also suggest that after a particular value of
connectivity size, increase in hops does not return much benefit
with respect to power reduction. Therefore, it is interesting to
study the behavior of the algorithm under a given connectivity
value. Such a study will help to understand the dynamics of
the network. Note that the PWR metric will also fluctuate over
time and hence the paths can dynamically change.

C. Role of connectivity

We fixed a connectivity of70% and studied the network for
power reduction and hop increase using both the distributions
(see Figures 5, 6). Results indicate that the graph topology
plays a major role in power reduction. For both the distri-
butions, the power reduction as well as increase in hops is
bounded by a range which is dictated by the connectivity. The
PWR metric will vary over a period of time. Therefore, the
algorithm also reschedules the routing information based on
the low-power values. Each trial can even be considered as
the network topology at a time instant. The average power
reduction remained quite high in both the cases.

We now discuss some implementation issues of the pro-
posed online algorithm.

V. I MPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present notes on feasibility of implemen-
tation in a live network. We also briefly discuss implementa-
tion work based on OpenFlow [24] for offline implementation
and Quagga [25] based online implementation.

A. Feasibility of implementation

First, the requested bandwidth should be available on the
low-power path. This can be taken care using TE methods.
Second, there is a reliable flooding process that gets triggered
when updates about the change in PWR metric arise. We

propose addition of some attributes with no change to the
protocol implementation. There may be a time lag when the
far ends of the Internet receive the attribute and the time it
originated. This cannot be avoided as with other attributes
and metrics. In MPLS-TE, when the TE metrics are modified,
there is a reliable flooding process within an Interior Gateway
Protocol (IGP). Such triggered updates apply to the PWR
metric as well. The proposed PWR metric is advertised to
the neighboring AS and the information percolated to all the
AS, in a AS-PATH-POWER-METRIC attribute. This attribute
is discussed in the Appendix. The frequency of the updates
for this attribute should be fixed to avoid network flooding.

The AS-PATH-POWER-METRIC for each ASBR is cal-
culated, and advertised as the PWR metric for the AS. This
AS-PATH-POWER-METRIC is filled into an appropriate tran-
sitive non-discretionary attribute and inserted into a unique
vector for a set of prefixes advertised from the AS. Such
advertised prefixes may have originated from the AS or be
the transit prefixes. The filled vector is sent to the ASBR of
the neighboring AS, and later propagated to all the ASBRs.
If the elements denoting AS in a vector of AS-PATH-INFO
is not the same as the ones that need to be advertised in a
AS-PATH-POWER-METRIC, then a suitable subset of AS-
PATH-POWER-METRIC is identified and sent in the BGP
updates. A vector of size1 also can be employed if the AS in
question is the only one for which PWR metric has changed
in the originating AS.

The power consumed by each router may fluctuate over
short time intervals. This can occur if the data packets are re-
routed. In this case a low-power path might start consuming
higher power and advertise a higher PWR metric. It is possible
that the routes can flap due to PWR metric changes. In
order to dampen these fluctuations, power can be measured
when falling within suitable intervals as opposed to a discrete
quantity. This method of power measurement reduces the
frequency of triggered updates from the routers due to power
change. This can sometimes affect the network performance.
This situation must also be addressed while using PWR metric-
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Fig. 5. Power reduction and hop increase foruniform distributionof power values with70% connectivity.
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Fig. 6. Power reduction and hop increase forexponential distributionof power values with70% connectivity.

based methods in the network.
Multiple ASBRs advertising differing PWR metric can lead

to AS that have low PWR metric through an ingress link and
not through other. Consider the case of multiple ASBRs that
belong to the same AS, advertising differing PWR metrics.
This could lead to power values that belong to different classes
with intervening classes in between. These advertised PWR
metrics could lead to one ASBR being preferred over the other
thus taking a different path from head-end to tail- end. This
also entails that there may be multiple paths to the AS through
these different ASBRs. As an example, consider Figure 7
which shows a set of strands that derive a topology as in
Figure 8. Here,D is reachable via two paths but the PWR
metrics differ. This illustrates the case where the better metric
wins out. The average power consumed would not have an
effect but the bandwidth available on these ASBR egress links
would definitely influence the path.

B. OpenFlow implementation

Since we did not have access to a live network, we emulate
the algorithms using a simple offline implementation based on
OpenFlow [24]. OpenFlow was designed to run experimental
protocols on the campus network for research purposes. Many
of the vendor devices support OpenFlow as a part of their
capability. The control flow part of the router/switch is handled
by a OpenFlow controller while the data path still resides at

A B D

A C E D

D X

0.1

0.1

0.2 0.1

0.1

0.20.020.2

0.2

Fig. 7. Example of strands where more than one PWR metric is advertised
by D.

A B D X

C E

0.2 0.1 0.2

0.2

0.02

0.2

Fig. 8. Low-power path derived using the algorithm that useslow value
ingress link but through the same AS.

the router. OpenFlow devices and the OpenFlow controller
communicate with each other using OpenFlow protocol [24].

In our implementation, the router/switch are treated as Au-
tonomous Systems. These devices present information about
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their consumed-power to the centralized controller. To simplify
the implementation, we assume that enough bandwidth is
available at these routers. This is a realistic assumption as
enough bandwidth is usually available in the core routers.
The centralized controller determines the topology of the
network based on the connectivity information obtained from
the routers. Using this topology as well as the consumed-power
information, the centralized controller updates the routing
tables so that data packets traverse through low-power paths.

C. Quagga based implementation

As a part of online implementation strategy, Quagga based
implementation is studied [25]. The BGP daemon is modified
and routes are formulated based on the low-power path criteria.
The power information is obtained through the use of an
experimental MIB included in the Quagga based Linux routers.
At a later stage we plan to incorporate the AS-POWER-PATH-
METRIC discussed earlier.

VI. D ISCUSSION

In this section, we first compare the offline and the online
approaches. We then outline Quality of Service (QoS) aspects
that need to be considered to compensate for any increase in
the number of hops when low-power paths are chosen.

A. Comparison of offline and online approaches

In the offline approach, TE-LSPs are needed to establish
the path between the source and the destination. In contrast,
in the online approach, separate TE based label switching can
be completely avoided. The routing table is generated usingthe
BGP algorithm itself and hence the overhead for establishing
the paths is reduced considerably. To incorporate the online
approach the BGP path selection algorithm has to be modified
in all the core and edge routers implementing this scheme. The
online approach is considerably faster than the offline approach
with a trade off in the implementation complexity.

B. Latency in the network

Finding low-power paths in the graph topology might lead
to an increase in the number of hops between a source and a
destination. An increase in the number of hops could lead to an
increase in queuing and propagation delay. Propagation delay
is unavoidable as it depends on the transmission medium.
Queuing delay is introduced rather naturally due to the store
and forward design of Internet routers and also as a conse-
quence of the design of the flow control methods implemented
in transport protocols. Latency is a key QoS metric, and
thus minimising end-to-end delay is an important network
engineering task. To compound the problem, router buffers are
currently sized based on an out-dated bandwidth-delay product
rule which was intended to maintain full link utilisation.
There are two options to reduce queuing delays: either reduce
the buffer sizes dramatically [7], or make judicious use of
feedback, from queues, to design better queue management
policies [8]. A low-latency network thus improves QoS and

could possibly enable the deployment of power saving meth-
ods which might require an increase in the number of end-to-
end hops. Internet QoS is an area of active research among
the communication networks community.

VII. O UTLOOK

We propose a method, which employs a collaborative ap-
proach between AS, to reduce power consumption by using
the Consumed-Power to Available-Bandwidth (PWR) metric.

A. Contributions

In our previous work [1], the AS topology was represented
as a graph using the strands obtained from the AS-PATH-
INFO attribute of the BGP updates. The CSPF algorithm
was run on this topology by using the PWR metric as an
additional constraint. The PWR metric is advertised through
the ingress links of the ASBRs associated with AS using BGP
updates. Inter-AS Traffic Engineering Label Switched Paths
were used to route the data packets from the head-end to the
tail-end. As using CSPF can be time consuming a heuristic
algorithm to derive the low-power paths using graph-labelling
was proposed. The communication time complexity associated
with information exchanges in this method is high.

In order to reduce this complexity, in this paper we proposed
that the BGP path selection algorithm be used to determine
the low-power consuming paths between AS using the PWR
metric. To study the performance and viability of using PWR
metric-based methods, we conducted simulations on various
topologies with different PWR metric distributions. The dis-
tributions used were the uniform and exponential distributions,
and the results were especially encouraging: there was a
substantial gain in power reduction where the tradeoff was
an increase in the number of hops. We also briefly discussed
emulating these schemes with OpenFlow and Quagga based
BGP. Given the current power consumed by the AS, reduction
in power savings could be rather beneficial to the ISPs.

B. Avenues for future work

The methods proposed in this paper assume that the PWR
metric information is reliable. An erroneous metric informa-
tion can be a cause of concern. However, ISPs usually have
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for carrying traffic. One
method is to link up each ISP with a power application level
gateway to ensure that proper metrics are advertised. This
could be mandated at least amongst the cooperating ISPs.

It would be of interest to study whether the conceptual
methods used at inter-AS level can be employed to inter-
Area based topology. It is also natural to extend the study for
multicast traffic. It would certainly be interesting to perform an
evaluation of the proposed methods on a range of topologies
and PWR metric distributions. Our work focused on the core
and access networks that use BGP as the routing protocol. A
study on extending these methods to other access networks
implementing wireless connections would be useful. We have
not considered the role of different traffic distributions on
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power consumption. A practical study could be conducted on
a live AS topology.

It has recently been highlighted that queuing delay in
the Internet is on the rise [26]. The proposed scheme for
power reduction would lead to an increase in the number
of hops. Thus significant queuing delays at each hop would
negatively impact QoS if the number of hops, between source
and destination, are increased. Given the potential benefits
for power reduction it would be imperative to investigate
the design of queue management schemes to ensure a low
latency network. Some work in this direction has already been
started [8].
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APPENDIX

The proposed AS-POWER-PATH-METRIC attribute is
shown in Figure 9. Since the updates can be triggered quite
frequently, sequence numbers are needed. The rest of the fields
are needed to exchange the PWR information and are self-
explanatory.

Own 32 Bit AS Number

PWR Ratio for the AS

Advertising ASBR’s IP router ID

64 bit sequence number for  restarts, aging
and comparison of current PWR ratio

32 bits

Seven 32-bit
words

Other 32 Bit AS Number

Peer ASBR’s IP router ID

Fig. 9. AS-PATH-POWER-METRIC PDU


